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EFCE calls for nominations in the field of Mixing
2021 Young Researcher Award in Mixing
The European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE) and its Working Party on
Mixing are pleased to present the calls for nominations for the 2021 Young
Researcher Award in Mixing.
The Young Researcher Award was established in 2000 to recognise the work of a
young researcher in his/her early career, which demonstrates an outstanding
contribution to research and/or practice in mixing.
Previous Award winners are Giorgio Micale (2000), Joëlle Aubin (2003), Giuseppina
Montante (2006), Andrea Ducci (2009), Sebastian Maaß (2012), Claudio Antonio
Pereira da Fonte (2015), and Federico Alberini (2018).
The award consists of a certificate, a cash prize of 1,500 euros, and an invitation to
the 17th European Conference on Mixing.
Any young researcher (less than 35 years old) who has completed his/her PhD in the
field of mixing at a European university and is currently active in the mixing research
is eligible for nomination.
Closing date for nominations: Monday, 15 March 2021
For further information about the nomination procedure, eligibility, supporting
documentation, etc., please refer to the EFCE website at
https://www.efce.info/YoungResearcherAward_Mixing
The Award is generously sponsored by EKATO.
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Related links
EFCE media centre (https://www.efce.info/News)
EFCE Working Party on Mixing (https://www.efce.info/WP_Mixing)

Notes to media
For further information, please contact:
Claudia Flavell-While
tel: +44 (0)1788 534422
email: Claudia@icheme.org
About chemical engineers
Chemical, biochemical and process engineering is the application of science, maths
and economics to the process of turning raw materials into everyday products.
Professional chemical engineers design, construct and manage process operations all
over the world. Oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, food and drink, synthetic fibres and
clean drinking water are just some of the products where chemical engineering plays
a central role.
About EFCE
Founded in 1953, The European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE) is a nonprofit-making association, whose object is to promote co-operation in Europe between
non-profit-making professional scientific and technical societies in 30 countries for the
general advancement of chemical engineering and as a means of furthering the
development of chemical engineering. See www.efce.org
About Ekato
In the past 85 years EKATO has developed to world market leader in stirring and
mixing technology for all process-oriented industries.
The EKATO GROUP companies offer optimized mixing technology, from molecular,
robust and rapidly available industrial agitators over industrial solutions for reactor
agitators on sophisticated mixing processes up to complete process plants including
automation.
EKATO has been family-owend since its foundation in 1933 and is represented
worldwide with subsidiaries in Europe, Asia, Australia, South America, South Africa
and the USA as well as a network of trading partners. At the state-of-the-art research
and development center in Schopfheim, EKATO offers engineering services from
process development to process optimization to make customer processes and mixing
procedures more reliable and efficient.
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